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An unprecedented publication showcasing Gucci as never before, including thought-provoking

essays, commentaries, and authoritative anecdotes along with previously unpublished

contemporary and archival photographs. Published in conjunction with the opening of the new Gucci

Museum in Florence, Gucci is the ultimate celebration of the world-renowned fashion house. Told

through a loose grouping of words, concepts, shapes, and moods, the book tells its story through

new conceptual forms and the free links between images, symbols, and objects.Â Edited by Gucci

Creative Director Frida Giannini, with essays and inserts by contributors including Katie Grand,

Peter Arnell, Rula Jebreal, Christopher Breward and Stefano Micelli, Gucci: The Making Of is a

dynamic record of a much-coveted brand that will be a must this season for anyone with a love of

fashion and an interest in contemporary culture. This comprehensive volume showcases the genius

of the fashion house through an exclusive lens with inside looks into the inspirations behind the

design.This gorgeous book designed by Arnell offers an in-depth look into Gucciâ€™s origins,

identity, influence, and innovation, including fabrication methods and appropriation of signature

materials, past and present, and its influence among high society and Hollywood. The book is a

heartfelt and personalized tribute to the heritage and influence of this iconic, multifaceted

brand.Â Â Â  In recognition of its ongoing partnership with UNICEF and the release of this luxury

edition, Gucci will make a donation of US $250,000 to support UNICEF's Schools for Africa

initiative.
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SNEAK A PEEK @ BOOK REVIEW / SNAPSHOTS NÃ‚Â°9 : GUCCI : THE MAKING OF - EDITED

BY RIZZOLI NEW YORKA-PRIVATE-BOOKS-COLLECTION.BLOGSPOT.COMVISIT MY

BLOGSPOT BOOK REVIEWSMEET A PRIVATE BOOKS COLLECTIONIvo Barnes is the founder

of the blog "a private collection books". Before being founder, editor, blogger, artist / photographer,

Ivo Barnes is especially a great lover of art books, fashion, architecture, design, photography,

cooking books ... To tell you the whole truth, I think more seriously than I have a great addiction to

books. I love books with hard covers more especially, books whose layout is attractive, books

whose interior full of more exciting as each other photos, books that transport you to another

dimension or exude a lifestyle that you identified. Art books can be a gift appreciated by any person,

they also always find a place in your interior, near you in a library, put on a bench, or simply all

arranged on your coffee table. At home , my books are arranged everywhere in my libraries on my

buffets, and a large console behind the sofa. I buy books very regularly and in general when I 'm in

a library better never stay too long , or leave me alone , or away from me, because I often leave with

5-6 books of art, under the arm. Being more a collector of books that a simple and basic book buyer

(for my collection extends over 300 pounds), I noticed that it is very difficult to get a point of view, an

idea or simply to know what the book actually looks like on the websites of publishers. Generally

when the books are not purchased directly from a library or large retail chains, details and photos of

books on the websites of publishers are small, often with little information or even no photo viewing

for some very experienced editors/publishers.
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